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Smoke and Fire:
Can Baruch Survive?

Andrew R. Morris

Editor

Eardley Willock

,,Two recent incidents, 24 hours apart, led one to think of the safety of the
students of Baruch College. On Monday March 5, between 6:00 and 6:30 pm, a smoky
condition occurred in the 23rd street building. The alarms didn't ring throughout the
whole building. Students in some classes on the affected floors heard the alarms, but
their instructors did not seem to know what to do.
In the auditorium on the first floor, a red light was flashing and concerned
students watched, still listening to the instructor's
lecture and waiting for the professor to make an announcement on what to do next
or at least to interpret the message from the red light. The professor had no answer.
The students heard sirens coming closer and closer to the school, and then the
sirensstopped. Still no message from the instructor. A few stud_ents left the .audito
rfum to investigate and one of them returned to infor'm the professor and class that
there was a fire in the building. The class was dismissed.
About twenty-four hours later in the 26th street building, a fire drill was
conducted. The person conducting the drill over the PA system informed everyone to go to the_ nearest stairwell for a couple of minutes. Students were then told what
to do in case of an emergency. On the fifth floor, only five people were at the
stajrwell, four from The Reporter's office, and one from the cafeteria. The cafeteria was
full, as it usually is around 6:00 pm.
Classes were going on, .and you could hear the instructors speaking of "return
from investments." You wondered, did they hear the announcement? Did they know
the policy of what to do in such cases? Have they been trained?
Henry McLaughlin, the D1:i;@ctor of Security at Baruch College, said, in the 23rd
street building, "the floor above and below the affected floors" will be evacuated. The
alarms, he said, would ring only on those floors. That ctiffereGl significantly from the
26 street's building procedure. On all floors, the alarms should ring in the case of fire
emergencies, according to the announcer.
Baruch College nmts space in the 26th Street building, b'ut owns the 23rd street
building. Obviously, different owners have different polici�s. But there sh<;rnld only
be one policy for the school itself.
Instructors teaching cl ·sses, especially in the evening, should know what to do in
such cases.
But fire drills are not usually conducted in the evening session. They are usually
conducted on Fridays when the school is virtually
empty. And that leaves students and professors aiike, who have not been trained for
fire emergencies, helpless,and in the crowded confines of Baruch College, that could
lead to panic situations.
Baruch College needs an effective, workable policy to handle
an emergency: If the 23rd Street incident was any indication, the policy makers
should start now! Prevention is better than cure. •
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DUUUUlJU I Opinions
ESSA President:
A Poor Performance

Mr.

President, please fol-

On the evening of Thursday,
February 22, at an excellent per
formance of the play A Tribute to
Malcom X, I was astonished at the
abrasive tone with which the presi
dent of our evening student body
addressed the audience. His speech
was about raising evening student
activity fees. However his effort to
intimidate students into paying this
increase or else. "there will be no
more Black History programs" (later
modified to a less harsh statement)
was truly in poor taste.
Secondly, this young man con
tinually shouted at the audience
throughout his entire speech. What
has become of persuasive speeches,
Mr. President? Baruch has a speech
requirement in its curriculum please take this course, Mr. Presi
dent.
As a person of African descent, I
was appalled at being bombarded
by a barrage of shouts after the elo
quent presentation by the perform
ers. Not even a thank you for at
tending the program from the ESSA
president!

��:r�:l�o::x::�!�t�����;e�:arning to address audiences and doing
_a fairly good job. For example, the
young man who moderated "Strate
gies for Success" and the young
woman who chaired "A Black
Woman's Perspective." She in par
ticular did an excellent job.
And please, Mr. President, don't
forget that the word is STUDENTS
not STU-D-ENTS. Take the em
phasis off STU and D. It is pro
nounced as one worq. I have never
heard a student from the Carib
bean, where I grew up, mispro
nounce "student" so consistently.
"Accent" has nothing to do with
this criticism - your accent, Mr.
President, is fine.
And, finally, a speaker does not
win approval by speaking down at
his audience - you speak with
them, to them. Evening students
deserve better after a long day on
the job.
- L. Hewitt

BCAA Speaks Out

fund numerous awards, grants and
scholarships to deserving students,
faculty and alumni. It acts as a source
of "seed money" to fund new and
jnnovative projects and programs for
clubs and groups, whether social or
professional for which funding is not
available from thl' College's limited
budget. For example, just recently,
$3,000 was voted to subsidize :1 fo
rums sponsored by Baruch's Black
clubs and organizations during Black
History month.
It runs career seminars for seniors
and recent graduates, works with the
placement office to secure jobs for
our grnduates and encourages the
retention of school ties amongst the
alumni. T_h e net result has been the
raising of untold millions of dollars
in dues to the Alumni Association
and contributions to the Baruch
CollegeFund (the fund raising arm of
the College) to provide Baruch stu
dents with the amenities of life that
would not otherwise be available. In
all probability, Baruch would still be
merely a "school" of City College,
were it not for the initial generous
contribution of mil'lions of dollars
from its namesake alumnus, Bernard
M. Baruch.
It is, therefore, of utmost impor
tance that we continue to do all in
our power to encourage the spirit of
cohesiveness, loyalty and pride in

The Baruch College Alumni Asso
ciation applauds the recent decision
ofFederal DistrictJudge Owen, throw
ing out a lawsuit brought by an un
representative group of Black and
Hispanic alumni association. The
decision is not only sound legally and
factually, but it represents a victory
for common sense and for all the
students, faculty and alumni of Bar
uch College, of whatever race or
background.
The Baruch College Alumni Asso
ciation (BCAA) which represents
about 35,000 alumni who have gradu
ated from Baruch and its predecessor,
the City College School of Business
and Public Administration is governed
by a Board of Directors consisting of
approximately 60 dedicated and rep
resentative alumni; White, Black,
Asian, and Hispanic, from all ages,
classes, and ethnic backgrounds. It
has never denied membership on its
board to anyone who wished.to work
for the betterment of the College,
and, in fact, actively encourages re
cent graduates to join the Board and
work on its numerous committees.
Total membership of the BCAA is
over 10,000 of whom 8,500 are dues
paying members with the balance
being made up of the most recent
graduating class which gets free
membership for the first year.
The BCAA uses its resources to

(letters continue on page 17)
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On The Scarcity of Black
and Latino Faculty Members
President Joel Segall

The administration of Baruch
We face a very bleak market
College and of most other col
made even more bleak by reports
leges throughout the country has that barely half the Black PhDs
been hea_vily criticized for the plan an academic life and about
small percentage of Black and 40 per cent of the doctorates going
Latino professors on their-facul to Blacks are in Education where
ties. The criticism has extended to our demand is weakest. And in
administrative posts, though this those bleak markets we compete
problem is an outgrowth of the with the hundreds of colleges who
first since high level administra have been similarly criticized for
tive posts are typically filled by inadequate representation of
professors who ,have the creden
Black and Latino faculty.
tials for senior appointments with
The solution must lie in work
tenure. The purpose of this note is ing toward filling the doctoral
to explain why the situation ex pipeline with Black and Latino
ists and to report our efforts to students. To that end we have:
address the problem.
• offered released time and whatThe essential reason for the evei other assistance we can pro
small representation of Black and vide to our Black and Latino lee
Latino faculty is our insistence on turers on condition that they
the doctoral degree for
enroll in a doctoral pro
appointments in the
gram. We have had
professorial ranks. Our "• • .in 1988 only some success in this
insistence stems from three per ce t of effort.
n
the bylaws of the Board
• developed a program

---a•••f---

.of ;rrustees of the,$2ity

doct<;>rates '\Nent

to

brin0

to

naruch

University of New York,
to Blacks and promising upper jun
iors and seniors from
t h e standards of the
o
American Assembly of nly O.S per cent other colleges to spend
Collegiate Schools of to Hispanics." a summer with us taking graduate credit
Business (the accreditcourses and learning
ing agency for schools
of business), and our conviction of the personal and monetary re
that good teachers must also be wards of an academic life. The
productive researchers: Doctoral program involves regional cen
degrees generally focus on re tl'rs and follow-up counseling at
sear.ch methods which arc critical the students' home colleges. The
for the generation of good quality program will rcqu.i re about
$160,000 over three years to fi
research output.
Our problem - and the na nance the visitors and a major
tion's problem - is that because effort to raise the funds has beof inadequate financial resources gun.
and perhaps the lack of role mod
• begun a process of identifying
els, Black and Latino students arc promising Black and Latino un
not attracted to PhD programs, dergraduates at Baruch College
and, through the Office of the
especially in business subjects.
Dean of Students, discussing with
What is especially disturbing is
that during the last decade, the them the opportunities and re
percentage of doctorates awarded wards of an academic career. We
to Black students in all academic will offer the students research
disciplines declined from 5 per assitantships during the summers
cent in 1979 to 4.1 per cent in following their junior and senior
1981 to 3.9 per cent in 1985 to 3.6 years and an opportunity to enter
per cent in 1986. There had been the PhD program at Baruch. They
some increase in the percentage will also require special fellow
of doctorates awarded to Hispan ships and funding and we will
ics, but that, too, appears to be approach large, private firms and
falling. The latest data from a foundations for financial help.
• modified our faculty and screen
survey of 90 accredited business
schools reveal that in 1988 only ing procedures· in a way that
three per cent of doctorates went would enable us to hire outstand
to Blacks and only 0.5 per cent to ing minority scholars without
Hispanics.
(continued on page 6) •

---a•••t-
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Newsbriefs

Deteriorating New York City l:lealth Care

+ Open

By Barbara Ehrlich

Forum

ON THURSDAY March 8th,
President Joel Segall and Vice Presi
dent Steve Wertheimer attended an
''open forum", organized by the Day
Session Student Government to
answer questions relating to major
issues at the College.
President Segall answered a
range of questions from the lack of
Black and Latino faculty and Admin
istrators, to Childcare. Other topics
included the isst:Je of the Black and
Latino Alumni Association, whose
efforts to launch a separate Alumni
Association was lost in court, tenure
for w0men faculty, inadequate teach
ing by some professors (language
and communications problems) and
child care programs.
P(esident Segall's statements
and answers at times seemed not to
satisfy'.fhe appmxijllately 50 stu-

N

ospital health care in New
York i'S deteriorating as
federal funding shrinks,
Louanne Kennedy, Associate Pro
vost of the School of Business and
Public Administration, told fac
ulty and graduate students here
Thursday. Kennedy said that
Medicare, Welfare and Social
Security are not enough to pay for
the needs of the homeless, men
tally ill, addicts, AIDS victims, un
insured ·or underinsured, and
elderly who turn to the hospitals
as caretaker of last resort. "The
crisis of our hospitals is a by-prod
uct of the abandonment of the
welfare state in America," she said.
"Social problems are medicalized."
Although the U.S. spent more
than any other country on health
care in 1987'-$2,051 per person,
or over one dollar out of every ten
of income-it still was not enough
to cover the entire cost. While
Medicare accounts for more than
40% of hospital revenues, hospi
tals lose $33 per visit for Medicare
carriers and $ 100 for uninsured
patients. Additionally, a recent
change in reimbursement poliG:y
l'ias ma€le it impossible for h0spi

tals to shift costs, propeHing them
into a state of insolvency. New
York hospitals are financially the
weakest in the country.
What makes New York differ
ent from other cities receiving
Medicare payments? In New York,
bed shortages are very high. Ironi
cally, revenues are maximized
when all beds are full. But chronic
lengthy stays of welfare patients
are not lucrative since hospitals
are not paid a daily rate. Hospitals
are losing money. The continued
overcrowding chokes the quality
of health care as people who need
medical attention are refused
admission.
Discharging delays aggravate
the situation. "If length of stay in
New York 'were reduced by 20
percent, to eight days, occupancy
rates would decline, admissions
would be prompt and the over
crowding in emergency rooms
would be relieved," sa,id Kennedy.
Health care in New York suf-.
fers most from the overwhelming
. numbers of Medicare carriers and
uninsured who are· hospitalized
for long periods of time. Most of
them are victims of AIDS and
drugs, or are the poor and elderly.
"There is no place to send
many discharged people," she
said. "Nursing homes are filled to

capacity. There are delays in ar
ranging home health services. And
with the increasing number of
homeless, there is often nowheFe
to send a patient whose health
does ·not permit discharge to a
shelter."
About 70,000 homeless people
live in New York. They suffer from
chronic disability, alcoholism,
drug addiction and mental illness,
al'! of which require long ca.re.
With only 326 shelters, 'housing

". . . almost half the
hospitals delay
trans(er of patients
into and out of
critical care areas.
Some close down
whole floors."
is available for less than . .half of
these people.
At the same time, New York
has become the epicenter of the
AIDS epidemic. There were 22,573
persons with AIDS needing ·care
in the city in November 1989, up
from 18,037 ten r,nonths before.
Almost thrree thousand ll1Gre vic

tims are expected to be i'll within
a year. Many of them are home
less. Many are addicted. With
nearly one million drug addicts in
New York State, ost of whom

are in this city, hospitals are in
creasingly overwhelmed by the
number of drug-related admis
sions.
Added to the strain of over
crowding, higher than average
nursing shortages means that not
everyone will receive the care they
need. "As a result," said Kennedy,
"almost half the hospitals delay
transfer of patients into and out
of critical care areas. Sorpe c!Qse
down whole floors."
To resolve the crisis, Kennedy
called for nationalized, compre
hensive health services covering
long-term as well as in-patient
hospital care, with responsibility
squarely on the shouldei:s ef the
government. "It is my view ·that
in the absence of a social welfare
policy that integrates programs
for housing, income maintenance,
heaith and employment, the
hospital will continue to be the
caretaker of last resort - a return
to and perhaps ultimately a re-h1vention of the hospital as a 19th
century almshouse."
Kennedy was formerly the
chairman of and professor in the
Graduat_e Department of Heath
Care Adzninistraf!i.@Fl. She jS>ians
fi0

resume tead�irn;g afitet sliie fu.llti, i,llis

her duties as Associate Provost.
The graduate program is jointly
sponsored by Baruch College anGI
Mount Sinai Hospital. • .

W

inter lingers, with spring
still nowhere in sight.
Mid-terms are upon us
until April's break brings warmer·
weather and a rest before the se
mester's final stretch. Let me sug
gest a few remedies to carry you
through those next weeks.
To help you through your
exam preparations, take advan
tage of free, one-on-one tutoring
in accounting or statistics Mon
day through Thursday evenings.
Call 725-3385 or stop by room
525, 26th St., to make an appoint
ment.

•

If you're like me, you're also
· staring at taxes-still unfiled.
Baruch has a remedy for this as
well. The Graduate Student As
sembly is offering free income tax
assistance, evenings in room 523,
26th St., no appointment needed.

•

Looking for a quiet place to
hang out or perhaps just study?·
The fifth floor has a comfortable
lounge (room 528) and study hall
(room 530).

Odds'n'Ends

To offset winter doldrums and
You won't find these at A&S!!
study stress, check out the Baruch For those of you who still haven't
College Gallery's latest exhibition, been to the Baruch College Gal-,
March 16 - April 20, entitled: lery, it is located on the ground
NCAKA: Kuba Textiles from Zaire. floor of the Administration Build
The press release reads:
ing, 135 ·East 22nd St. This exhibit
"The ncaka is a
promises to be a fas
women's ceremonial
cinating addenda to
skirt originating in the
Black
History
Kuba kingdom, a pow
Month, and sadly
e1f11l ancient fedem
one of the too few
tiOY! on the fringe of
Women's History
equatorial forest in
Month celebrations
central Zaire. The gar
at the college.
ment is best know,rto
us today for its role in
Permit me to draw
the Tt1.1l, an esteemed
your attention to two
two-day festival, held
other special events
by proclamation of the
Mark Spergel
this month. On
king, to celebrate the
fou_nding of the kingdom and reenact Thursday, ma.rch 15, at 1 · pm in
the Administrative Cen ter
the Kuba people's o,:igin myth.
The plain-weqve rafftq cloth is Lounge, Garland L. Thornpson,
traditionally woven by men from the Visitir.1g Professor of Journalism
fiber of the palm leaf in pieces up to and columnist for The Halti111bre
35 feet square. These are softened by 51111, will deliver the Philip Morris
pounding, then appliqued and/or em Business Journalism Lecture on
broidered by women and stitched to "�econd Reconstruction: Parallels
gether in lengths of six to twenty feet. and Contrasts." Also oh March
The ncaka in the Baruch Gallery will 15, at 4 pm (same location) Pro
be from the collection of David M. fessor Gail Levin of the Art De
partment, will deliver a Provost's
Lantz of New York City."

Colloquium on "Edward Hopper:
A Biographer's View of His Art." If
you saw last year's Baruch Gallery
exhibition entitled: "Homage to
Hopper," you won't want to miss
this lecture.
More special events and exhi
bitions are scheduled for April and
May. Until then, have an enjoy
able spring vacation! •

FOR THE RECORD

Mork Speigel is the Acting Director of
E1,c11i11s and Graduate Student
Services.

•

SPRING BREAK
FREE TRIPS
FOR GROUP ORGANIZERS
7'DA YS 17 NIGHTS
JAMAICk ................ From$509
BAHAMAS . .............. From$449
MEXICO .......... : ....... From$519
FLORIDA

............. From$164
Contact:

:-�--�.-�tterp-us-To-sEfrve-vo-.:1�se11:er-�--�---1
lI

.

I

l.

f):

Brian Smith
(718) MEl-7200

JS

The Reporter would like ·10 know more about its readership. Please help us by completing this survey.

:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

4) To which of the following age groups do you belong?
u
26 to 28 years
Under 17 years

1) How often JNOl:lld ya.u ljke to.see The RepQrte�.putilishJd:? . O On�!:! e_ very two weeks
...._
0•

Once every three weeks

1 7 to 19 years

0

Once every four weeks

D

Other ______

'· 23 to 25 years

O

20 to 22 years

Feature

Cl

Sports

D

Humor

Other______,

Read none

Read some

u
u

0

·,oD
0

0

_.... ...1�

I.]

. u-�·

.. � � .

·�

Business

I

Feature
Humor

I Sports
I Other___
I
I
I
L

0

Somewhat
Somewhat About
Less
the Same
More
D
D
D
D
D
D

D

D

A lot
More
D
D

D

0

0

D

D

D

D
D
D

32 or over

·u

Lower

u
u
u
u
u

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Graduate

••

3) Which of the� following types of,ar,ticles would you like'·to see more o��
in '.future issues? ·

u

u

:

0

5) Class Status

2) Which of the following types of a_rticles do yqu ·read·?

Read every article

29 to 31 years

U

U

lI

A lot
Less

D
D
D
D
D

6) Sex:

Male

u
u
u
u
u

u

Fe·male U

Please send completed survey to:
Room 521, 26th Street Building
Thank You!
Prepared By: Sultan Khan

• March

Upper

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Student Government
Elections
Student government elections will
be held from May 1 to May 3, 1990.
Those students/parties who are
interested in running for office must
declare their candidacy by March 29,
1990. Application forms can be
obtained from the Dean of Students
office located in Rm. 1702, 360 PAS,
the Office of Evening and Graduate
Student Services located in Rm. 527,
46 E26th St., and the Student Activi
ties Center located at 137 E.22nd
Street, first floor.
Students governments are re
quested to submit their referenda
through the Office of the Dean of
Students by Tuesday, April 5. These
deadlines will oe extended only at the
discretion of the Student Elections
and Government Review Committee.
In order for the referendum to be
placed on the ballot, it must first be
petitioned by 10 percent of the appro
priate student
body. A referendum will
_
only be considered for r,atification by
the CUNY Board of Trustees when a
majority of the student body votes in
favor of it and 10 percent of the
students have voted.
Remember your vote, or non-vote,
will ultimately impact upon the quality
of your life here at Baruch.
- Jennie Samuel/SECRG

Why Sanctions Are Still
Needed To End Apartheid in
South Africa
By Sharon Ayling

T

he welcome release of Nel
son Mandela and others and
the unbanning of some anti
apartheid organizations is being
used by President Bush to float
the idea of lifting sanctions against
U.S. corporations doing business
with racist South Africa . But as the
Congress of South African Tra de.
Unions said February 2, "The cor
nerstones of apa rtheid still remain
intact."
Despite the sanctions, U.S.
corporations continue to p lay a
significa nt role in the economy of
South Afrip. Some 130 U.S.
companies are still involved in.
the South African economy and
have invested a total of $1.3 bil
lion. American banks have over
$2.5 billion in outstanding loans
to South Africa. The United
Democratic Front in South Africa
is stressing that "The sanctions
campaign must be maintained

"Despite the
sanctions, U.S.
corporations
continue to play a
significant role in
the economy of
South Africa."

education for Africans is $205; for
whites, $812. The infant morta1ity rate for Africans is 94 to 124
per 1,000 births; for whites, 12.
Workers, wages and poverty

Africans make up n % of the
workforce ,but receive only 29%
of the income. The average
monthly wage for Blacks is $175,
while the monthly cost of main
migrant laborers within their own taining a family of five is $566.
country and the regirn-e still fotci· The Lab0r Relati9ps Amendment
bly removes families and whole Act severely restricts worke�,
communities.
rights in collective barga ining,
unfair dismissals and strike law.
Education and heal�h care
Black unemployment is variously
Both remain segregated and estima ted from 19% to 40%,
_ unequal. Per capita spending on depending on the source. •
---------------------------

Black and Latino Faculty Members
,.- (continued from page 3)

delay so we do not run the risk of losing them to other schools.
• set aside funds to bring minority scholars to campus as guest lectur
ers in the hope of attracting them to permanent positions on our
faculty.
and· indeed intensified."
.- secured funding from the National Science Foundation and the Na
� _The need for co�tinuing :ind
tional
Secmity Agency of almost $125,000 to establish over the next
strengthening
the
sanctions
c
an
Cuny Big Apple Job Fair
rhree
years
an Algebra/Number Theory Mathematical Research Group.
be clearly seen from a few facts on
The second annual CUNY Big
the current situation in South The program h as a strong educational component directed at talented
undergraduates who will be offered stipends1 rrientoring, and oppor
Apple Job Fair, will be held on Thurs
Africa:
tunities to work with members of the research group. The goal of the
day, March 29, 1990 from 11:00 a.m.
Political restrictions
educational component is to encourage more Baruch students, espe
to 7:00 p.m. on the mezzanine at the
Penta Hotel (7th Avenue between
The Internal Security Act, the cially minority students, to consider academic careers as mathemati
cians. The c9mponent was critical to· the ·funding in view of the dis
32nd and 33rd street) in Manhattan.
Ptlbl'ic Safety Act, the Suppression
Approximately 75-100 major
of Communism Act and 'ma ny · tressing statistics regarding the number of )3lacks and Latinos receiving
companies and agencies from the
other repressive pieces of legisla doctorates in mathematics.
public and private sectors will be
tion still prevent free political • provided systematic access to our PhD. program to faculty of the
represented at the fair and will be
activity (through indefinite de Inter-American University of Puerto Rico who wish to pursue a PhD
hiring in all disciplines.
tention without charge or trial, and supplied our own faculty to strengthen and support graduate edu
Registration is required and
cation in Puerto Rico.
random police searches, etc.).
should be made at the College Place
• ma de available information through our Grants Bulletiri on other pro
Stat� repress,on
ment Office. Recent ·alumni with
grams not yet exploited. These include:
associate, bachelor or graduate
the Social Science Res·earch Council's program,
The State of Emergenc;y dedegrees who wish to atte�d may
Public Research on Contemporary Hispanic Issues;
1clai;,ed in 1986 is, foi; the_ most
register for thEpc!)f,.)n either tr,�,
=··
)P�,.U-�-pepart.ruen_! of Education's Minority
··· pa�ttstiH in effeet md ,can '/J:e,used
placement 0ffice 9t the college from
Graduate Education Fellowships;
·..to crush protest. The racist re
which they yjere g(a'0uate_d 0� at t�e-· -.
the Ford Foundation's Postdoctoral Fellowship for
gime's t_ro.Qps ,still occupy the
CUNY colleg� they may now attend.
Minorities.
townships, thqusands of political
Admission to the fair will be by
prisoners and d"efainees have not Baruch's Grc;1nts Office should be consu lted on these programs.
valid CUNY ID and/or resume. All
Although there is a paucity of Black and Latino doctorates in the
been released, and political ·exiles
participants must_ bring to the fair
have not b<;en offered imµrnnity academic market, Ba ruch College was able to hire two Blacks, one
resumes which indicate the CUNY
Latino, and three Asian-Americans in professorial positions this year.
from arrest.
college attended an-d tfie degree and
Our minority (Black, Latino and Asian-American)_ faculty now totals
Land distribution
date awarded.
122 out of 512 full-time faculty. But we know we have mor.e to do. To
The college directors of career
The Group Areas Act, the Land increase the number of minority faculty, we have developed and will
counseling and placement services
Act, and the Population registra continue to develop programs to bring more Black a nd Latino stu
will assist individuals with resume
tion Act still restrict the land Afri dents, our own students a nd students form other colleges and univer
preparation and answer any questions
cans can own and where they can sities, into the academic pipeline. We will continue to seek out
about the fair.
Jive. Currently, 87l76 of the .coun minority schola rs and recruit them for faculty positions at the college.
try's territory is reserved for whites; Our efforts may take some time; change comes slowly. But we know
our goal and we firmly believe we can achieve it. •
Africans a re restricted to 13c¼l,
mostly in bantustans. Millions of
'Africans are forced to work as
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E.A.S.E. + Sigma Alpha = A Huge Success

A

s the fall 1989 semester drew
to a close, a huge problem
faced the Evening Account
ing Students for Excellence (EASE).
Due to either a lack of facilities or
an increase in demand for them,
EASE was unable to secure a venue
for their Christmas party. Need
less to say this would have been a
major setback for EASE, a young
dynamic group which had worked
so hard all semester to stage pro
grams which catered to the needs
of all evening students and also
enhanced the quality of their ex
istence at Baruch.
At this point, the then presi
dent of EASE, Morris .Cordewell,
approached Sigma Alpha Chan
cellor Phyllis Lawson to discuss
the possibility of staging a joint
Christmas party. The suggestion
was immediately accepted by
Sigma Alpha and both groups set
about planning and promoting
this event. It is truly amazing that
the members of these two groups,
with such short notice, could plan
and stage an event that was as suc
cessful as their joint Christmas
party.

The event was extremely well
attended and both groups handled
their share of the responsibilities
admirably. During and after the
event, there were many favorable
comments and reviews. Many

VIEWPOINT

V. Everard Squires

who attended remarked that it
was by far the best evening stu
dent party they had ever attended,
while others requested that joint
parties become a regular occur
rence.
Whatever happens in the fu
ture, a lesson was learned last
Christmas. Cooperation breeds
success and many situations

which arise out of sheer necessity
are so well received that they
become the norm. We all hope
that such is the case with the
Evening student groups in Bar
uch College. Many times they
have neglected to work together
- at times they have appeared to
work against each other. Let us re
member that all evening student
groups have one common pur
pose: to encourage the maximum
participation by evening students.
We must work together toward
the achievement of this goal or all
of our efforts will be futile.
Let us therefore think of ways
in which we ,can pool our many
resources in an effort to further
promote our cause and our com
mon interests. What occi.irred last
semester was just an isolated ex
ample of what can be achieved
when two groiJps, different in
many ways, but with similar in
tentions, decide to act in unison.
This success should be built upon.
Hopefully it will not require an
other predicament to f)recipitate
an event such as this. •

Opportunities
for Minority
Graduate Students
The Baruch College Dean
of Students Office and the
Office of Expanded Educa
tional Opportunity of the
CUNY·Graduate School will
co-sponsor the program: Op
portunities for Minority Stu
dents in Graduate and Profes
sional Schools within CUNY
on Thursday, March 22, 1990
at 1:00PM in room 1200,
360 Park Avenue South.
Juniors, Senior, and cur
rent graduate students will be
able to become acquainted
with Baruch's MBA, MS, and
MPA Programs, the CUNY
Ph.D. program in Business,
other Ph.D. programs offered
at the CUNY Graduate Center
and the program at the CUNY
Law School.
Seek information early and
consider academe as another
possible career alternative.
For further information, con
tact Ron Aaron, Associate
Dean of Students, (212)
725-3347 _or Room 1702,
360 Park Avenue South.

NEED HElP WITH YOUR DISSERTATIONS/
liERM PAPERS/ARTICLES?
Private tutoring available by a
published writer and a Summa Cum
Laude English Maior Graduate.
�earn how to write e.asier, faster,
clearer and more creatively!
PLEASE CALL THELMA NORTON AT
(718) 263-8073

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard
Credit Carda?
No• You, a" r,=1,.,.1,..0 011r,,e mo,11ecoqn,1ed a" ac.,;<.Jlfld ,;,�,,,,
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Andrew Morris
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ot only was February Black
History Month, but a new
chapter was added to the
book.
When Nelson Mandela was
released from prison it was seen as
a major development that Sun
day morning, as many New York
ers were in tuned to their t.v. sets
awaiting the historical moment.
But something major happened
the night before that might ar
guably be a bigger event.
Everyoneknew thatMandela's
release was inevitable, and the
announcement by that freedom
lover, F.W. de Klerk would be
made. But no one, including this
writer, expected Mike Tyson to
lose a fight· at this stage 0f his
career. And to get knocked out
was an even bigger su_rprise. So if
some of you felt that equal or
more attention was paid to Ty
son's defeat, then I hope you can
understand why.
Baseball players have been
rolling in the dough ,in recent
years, but these last few months
saw the rise of the $3 million
man. Each day someone had the
opportunity to be the the richest
player in the. game for at least a
day. Trying out for the Yankees is
not such a bad idea.
So far this year 14 people have
been shot to death by the police.
You can't call the cops Koch's
Goon squad anymore, because he's
not the Mayor. But don't you
wonder about the police's self
defense training: Their defense
against a man with two knives
was to pump more than six bul
lets into his chest. When 1 think
about the defensive tactics of the
NYPD I am not surprised any
more.

I've been doing my own laun
Baruch College students are of the reservoirs of their burdens.
a special breed. Some of them like
The students here are amaz dry for most of my life but some
to bring out the· hidden a�hletic ing. They believe they shouldn't times I still forget basic things l(ke
ability in the rest of us. We appre tell a professor he's wrong.when mixing white and colored clothes.
ciate it very much.
he's wrong.
Once, l had a brand new pair of
A prime example is in the 23
And speaking of professors, dark blue denim jeans. So when it
street building by the staircase en Staff is at again. Last semester, he came time to wash them, I was in
trance on the first floor. In the took on a full load - What an ar a big hurry and I didn't want to
evening rush hour, you can usu rogant man! But in the end it separate the laundry. So guess
ally�spot a group of students sit caught up with him. He Jost his what happened. Mixed with my
ting on the stair- ------------ stamina.
I blue jeans were three white tee
case that lead to
couldn't believe shirts.
.. I learned my lesson it nJyself, the guy
the classes on the
I washed in cold water and
upper floors.
well. Never mix dark had nothing left when th_ey were finished, my jeans
Students enter
· at the end of the were still blue, a little faded, but
clothes with white
ing the building,
semester. I am one of the tee shirts came oat
those who prefer
pleading for all of colored dark bluf -almost fully
clothes while
to walk upstairs
my fellow stu dyed. Another 01 ··came out half
washing. And don't dents when I Si v way blue. And th thiid one came
instead of taking,
the elevator be
this - Baruch out all-white as ff it had been
wash your jeans in
cause they need
College, please mixed with all white clothes.
hot water, unless you send Staff on a
the exercise, can
So when the time came to wash
practise the high
long sabbatical so the jeans again, I decided to wash
want
them
watered
jump. It is a more
that other profes them alone in hot water so that
down,".
delicate type of
sors can get an problem wouldn't happen again.
jump tha11 the
opportunity to But when the wash was over, and
Olympic version because it's an teach.
the jeans were dried, I tried them
upward sl0pe. Those who want to
Last time I spoke about a book on. But they didn't fit.
go down can do the downward that everyone should read. It was
I learned my lesson wel'I. Never
sloping long-jump. Move over written by a brilliant man, James mix dark clothes with white
Carl Lewis.
WeldomJohnson, who either had clothes whi.Je washing. And don't
The staircases in the 26 street enormous foresight, or nothing wash your jeans in hot water,
build.ir;ig are also used for social much has changed. The book, The unless you want them watered
gatherings du":i-i:ng fne e�en,ing · Au,tob;ographyofA.n E.X'-Cof<Jl_;l.red do:v,yq, .,,.,
rush hours. Some students find it Man, was first published in 1912
I wisJ;1 I were a baseball player
to be the best place for meetings and I would like to take a relevant right new. I'll prot>ably be getting
in the narrow confines of the piece from it.
the newest, latest richest contract
In fact, it may be said that the in baseball history. Being great
stairwells.
Early last year, New Yorkers majority of intelligent colored people won't be necessary. It w0ulcl be
were worried about a drought that are, in some _degree, t<w much in better being a pitcher. That way
might have affected the area be rnmest over the race (JIIG'Sfion. '/11ey I'll go to the mound about thirty
cause of a Jack of precipitation last assume and carry so much that their ·five times a year, never pitch a fo1ll
winter. Then it wouldn't stop progress is at times impeded and they game, and end up witha record of
raining during the spring and are unable to see thing!i in their 8-8 with an 8.88 e.r.a. Then 1 can
summer. But now, Baruch stu proper proportions. In many in get my agent to ask for a big raise
dents think that the· reservoirs are stances, a slight ex,ercise o(the sense at the end of the season.
overflowing so they leave the pipes of humor· would save much. anxiety
So what am I doing at Baruch
running in the bathrooms to ease of soui.
studying business?•

Who Is The ESSA And What Do They Want From Us?
by Maureen Reeck
This year the ESSA (Evening
Session Student Assembly) has 12
students on the government, each
of whom b·ecame members by
. default (i.e., without elections).
In order for an election .to be held
there must be at least 21 candi
dates to fill the 20 seats in the
assembly. Elections for the ESSA
would be a new phenomenon;
·not once in recent memory has
the assembly been · elected. Ac
cording to Vijay Kumaraditya,
President of the ESSA, it is one
trend that he would like to see
changed. In a recent interview
Vijay commented that "we have
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never had al') elected government optimistic and he sees it as a chal
because within the student body lenge to recruit more students.
there is a lack of interest·." This
Vijay is an active speaker and
indifference is particularl,y disturb in this way he st1cceeds in getting
ing because the ·ESSA is "the only his message to the students. He is
representative body for the eve often granted time iJ1 front of
ning student,"- added Vijay.
classes or at freshman seminars to
Another concern of the ESSA keE'p the evening population in
is that its assembly members are formed of events that affect them.
not racially representative of the Thisjs th'e part of his job as Presi
student body. There is only one dent that he enjoys the most. "I
white member and no Asian stu am very happy I got involved
dents even though both groups because it offers me an opportuare well represented within the . nity to improve my communica
evening division. Despite the tion skills," he said. And it offers
gloomy implications of an u,ni.n thE' students a chance to learn
terested and unrepresentative what the ESSA is all about and
student body, Vijay is surprisingly
(continued on page 16)-

Vijay Kumaradltya,

ESSA President

::.

To Some Degree,
Every College Student
Could Use An Extra
$17,490.

financial assistance and a head start on a fast-track career.
With the g0al of increasing the education0I level of the Police

Depo�me nt �hile estaQUshin.g 9 training ����':� ro�,f�e �'folice

_
Execuhves·ot
the 21st Century", the NYPD_has embarked upon a
two year C<:idet Corps program targeted towards college soph
mores in the metropolitan area.

INCREASING TIIE DIVERSITY OF
TIIE UNIFORMED SERVICE

By drawing exclusively on City residents attending schools in
New York City, Westchester and Nassau counties, the Police
Cadet Corps will ensure that cadets-and, by extension. police
officers in the future- are both better educated and more
representative of the racial and ethnic diversity of New York City.

SIGNIFICANT FINANCIAL BENEFITS FOR CADETS

Tuition assistance of S3,000, and over S14.490 in total com
pensation for full-time summer and part-time school-year
employment. are just some of the incentives being offered
metro area college students to embark upon careers in law
enforcement.

TIIE CADET SELECTION PROCESS

To be accepted as a cadet. students must first meet the medi
cal, psychological and character qualifications necessary to
become a police officer. Those who meet NYPD standards ore
then judged on academic competency, motivation, leadership
potential, employment and scholarship references. The final
phase of the selection process finds screening panels similar to

MR. QUICK PRINT

l

celleee adrmissiens comA'"littees conducting personal interviews
with eGjc;:h candidate.

CADETS PROMITTED m POLICE OFFICERS
UPON GRADUATION

Once accepted into the Cadet Corps, students are expected
to take the next Police Officer's Entrance Exam. Upon passing
the exam and completing their college education, cadets are
eligible to join the next Police Academy entrance class and
embark upon a fast-track career path in law enforcement.

EXCELLENT STARTING SALARIES
AND INCREASED PROMOilONAL OPPORTUNmES
NYC Police Officers start their careers at S29,475 with 20 vaca
tion days. After 5 years, salaries increase to S44.751 with 27
vacation days. Additionally, since promotions to Sergeant, Lieu
tenant and Captain also require the successful completion of
two, three and four years of college study respectively, in addi
tion to passing a competitive exam. college graduates enjoy a
competitive advantage w_hen it comes to moving up the
promotional ladder.
For complete details on what the NYPD Cadet Corps could
mean to your future, call:

(212) 693-CAUf •

KANTER PRESS

"We're nofjust copies."

160 E. 23rd St.

• Copy & Printing Center •

I -,- - - - -: - -�;�-;,;

• Video Tape Rental & Sales •
142 Chambers St.
732-1467

27 Lexington Ave.
Bet. 23 & 24 St.

533-6840

(212) 473-6585

(RIGHT NEXT DOOR)

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
PRINTING AND COPY CENTER
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SPECIAL 20% DISCOUNT
(ANY PURCHASE OVER $5)
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You always get a 10% discount
with purchase over $3.00
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Celebrate International
Women's Day

Interview with Professor Cynthia Thompson
by Michelle Payne

I

nternational Women's Day, on March 8, was inspired by a
militant street demonstration in 1908 when women from
·
sweatshops and tenements on the Lower East Side in New
York City marched to Union Square with demands for h·igher
wages and better working conditions; the right to vote and an
end to child labor.
Today, eight decades later, women face many of the same
problems. Women working full time are paid on the average
64 cents for every dollar a man makes, with Latina women
averaging 51 cents and African-American women averaging
54 cents. Over 70% of working mothers have to work to make
ends meet; over 9 million children require childcare. Two out
of every three poor adults are women, women head !i.alf of all
poor families, and over two-thirds of all African-American,
Latino, Asian and Native children live in poverty.
Let's launch this new decade with direct action in our
work places, in our communities, and in our schools around
those issues that directly affect us. We need to fight back to
eliminate all forms of inequality and injustice in our daily
lives. The basic needs of the people and our needs as women
must come first.
Let's demand:
• the elimination of racism and sexism as an institution in
our schools, business, media and the judicial system
• control of our bodies and our lives - restore full federal
funding for abortion and end sterilization abuse
• a stop to violence against women ana children
• federally fundec;i, c_ommunity-controlled, 24-hour child 
cape
• recognition of. lesbian/_gay partnerships and full rights for
the physically challenged, children and the elderly.

A Message on International Women's Day
Michelle Payne

Women have made inroads in society since that March 8,
1908, demonstration. Twenty years ago you ·coutd not find
female Vice President in corporate America, today there arc a
few! However, if we become complacent and do not continue
to organize around issues affecting us, the gains we've achieved
will be eroded.
For example, the 1989 Supreme Court ruling on ahortion
rights has eroded some of the gains women made on the issue
of our right to choose. This right was fought for during the ?Os.
It is an outrage that a group of old men, in the Supreme Court
decide on whether or not abortion should he accessible to
women. How is it that despite vocal opposition by majority of
the female population, these men are allowed to legislate
something unique to women? Is this democratic? Sisters, do
you think men would allow us to decide on whether or not
vasectomies should be legal?
Women fought for and won the right to vote. Women
fought for the right to be paid equally for equal work; -these
rights were not given to us! At home base, 1984 after a suit
brought against the City University of New York (CUNY) by
Lilia Melani, a professor at Bro0klyn C0llege, CUNY women
faculty won the right to be paid the same as their male
colleagues.
The prejudices that hinder all women from uniting around
- issues affecting us must be eliminated. The women's move
ment, like the civil rights movement, will have to continue its
struggle to win full equality and justice.
To have a token woman or African-American in a corpo
ration is not the ultimate objective of these struggles. It is
when our numbers are represented and the prejudices that
hinder our progress is eliminated that our struggle will end.
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Prof. Cynthia Thompson,
Depnrt111e11t of M,111age111e11t

W

omen's History
Month is a time
when we high
ligpt the contributions of
outstanding women · in
various fields. Professor
Cynthia Thompson in the
departmel'lt of Manage
ment is such an example.
Her commitment to teach
"ing is reflected in the con
sistently high ratings she
ha� received from students
in the teacher evaluation
surveys. She was one of the
-few.facwtityrni;iembe srromi'-'
nated for the 1989 Presi
dent's
Disti nguished
Teaching Award.
Professor Thompson's
classes have been described
as exciting, intellectually
challenging ahd reward
ing. She comm ented, "I
work hard to m ake m y
lectures interesting, rele
vant and challenging. m y
goal is for students t o wan/
to come to class, rather
than feel that they have to
come. If they want to be
there; then they are more
likely to contribute to class
discussion and participate
more fully in the learning
process."
Professor Thompson
teaches Human -l�esourccs
Management (MGT4400)
and Training and Devel
opment (MGT4430) at the
undergraduate level, Per
sonnel Administration
(MGT9400) and Organiza
Behaviou r
tional
(MGT9300) at the gradu
ate level. She has also
taught in the Executive
MBA program at Baruch.
In addition to her
teaching responsibilities,
Thompson has been con
ducting research on the re-

lationship between work
and family roles, the po
tential rewards that come
from being in a dual�career
family. She is currently
completing a book chapter
entitled "Work - Family
Conflict and the Bottom
Line: Re-Assessing Corpo
rate Policies and Initia
tives."
Her com m it ment to
students extends to sup
porting them when pos
sible in the club activities
(e.g., Baruch Society for
Human Resources Manage
ment). Being a former presi
dent of "Psy Chi" (Psychol
ogy Honor Society) and
founder of the Peer Coun
seling Center for Psychol
ogy Majors during College,
she truly understands the

need to support such ef
forts by students.
Professor Thompson
received her B.S. in Psy
chology from Florida State
University and her Ph.D.
in Industrial-Organiza
tional Psychology from the
University of Tennessee.
She taught at Miami Uni
versity (Ohio) prior to join
ing Baruch's faculty in
1987.
Thompson is a mem
ber of the following pro
fessional organizations: the
Academy of Management,
Society for Industrial a,-i<il
Organizational Psychol
ogy, Eastern Management
Association and the ·Met
ropolitan New York Asso
ciation for Applied
Psychology. •

First Women Students' Conference
For the first time in the history ©f the City Uriiversity
of New York, an all-women's student conference is
being held. It will be a one-day conference at Hunter
,_901!�g":_?f'" Sat!-',!'day, �arc�'; 2.41 t:;,?nver,e0 lc!�der tli•cf
auspice·s ofth� cUWV·Wfumirrl·r;;1 c\51?1it 0R':,��e)"�A'd
the Office of Community Relations ©f CUMY.
During the past several months, students and faG
ulty have be·en meeting to organize the Student Empow
erment Conference, a benchmark in the history of the
University. It will be a contribution to and Gelebration of
Women's History Month. The voices of women students
from across the campuses will be heard as they name
the state of their condition at the University.
The conference, free of charge to all attending, wrll
open with a SPEAKOUT at which women will address the
circumstances of their lives as females and students.
There will be several workshops addressing such is
sues as health, image, discrimination, abuse, Third
World women, consciousness raising, time manage
ment and gender and the curriculum. A highlight of the
Conference will be a deliberaton and ratification of the
Women Student Bill of Rights. All sessions will be led
by students.
The ewe adopted this project during a Summer
Conference for female faculty held in 1988. At that time,
ewe members began the deliberaton and study of the
University as an institution whose student body haci
become predominantly female. Approximatley 60 per
cent of the students are women; at some campuses,
they comprise more than 70% of the student body. The
goal of ewe is to identify the needs of these students,
raise the consciousness of the academic commun
_about these needs, and advocate measures nee
sary to meet the needs, so that CUNY fulfills i
educational and social mission for the new majoritY�6:+y;
All campuses will have delegates to the day-long ex-·'
perience. Invited to listen, observe, reflect, and react
are: Chancellor of the University, Joseph Murphy, along
with all of his senior administrators; deans of students;
members of the Board of Trustees of CUNY, city and
state politiciaris and many others.

WOMEN AT BARUCH
Dr. Louanne Kennedy:
A Profile
by Michelle Payne

Frederika Watson
"Keep your eyes on the prize. Don't be afraid.
to set high goals but then work diligently to
achieve them. Never settle for less." To former
student government vice president Frederika E.
Watson, these are not just words but describe
her philosophy of life.
As a freshman, Frederika was named spokes
person for New York City's Summer jobs pro
gram. She helped to increase youth placement
and corporate sponsorship by a·ppealing to youth and companies at several
promotional events. Freddie has been one of the principle organizer's of African
American History Month for the last three years. This semester, she coordinated the
successful "A Black Woman's Perspective" which featured four Black female vice
presidents from corporate America.
Frederika was one of the student leaders involved in organizing the protest
against tuition hikes last spring. While on the stCJdent council, she was chair of the
Co-sponsorship committee 1987-1988. She was also involved in petitionin'g the
college administration to look into the problem that students were experiencing in
the classroom with professors who were inadequately presenting their material.
Frederika thinks_that mentors in the work environment play an important role
in a person's professional development. "A few years ago a wise, bright, strong
African American woman reached out to me while I was working in a summer
employment program. This woman was then the only female director in the agency.
She recognized that I was ambitious, intelligent and impressionable. As a woman
and m0st important a Black woman, she saw it her duty to help me in my
development. I can now say that without the support and guidance she gave to me
I would not have achieved as much as I have in my career."
"Today I realized how important her support was because now I work in an or-

Dr. Louanne Kennedy is the
highest ranking female adminis
trator at Baruch College. As a
mother of eight children (5
adopted, 2 biological and 1 fos
ter), she has done an excellent job
as a top administrator and at rais
ing a family.
Dr. Kennedy believes that, if
she so chooses, a woman should
be able to take full advantage of
her uniqueness and enjoy both
worlds of career and family. She
says"sometimes the timing might
be different. I got married at 19
and started my BA when I was 27
years old. I have enjoyed mother Dr. Louanne Kennedy,
Associate Provost
hood and I also enjoy work. I be
lieve work should be 50% fun."
As Associate Provost at the college, Dr. Kennedy is "responsible for
the Office of Academic Computing and Educational Technology, Library, academic policy as it relates to the design and construction of
the new campus, faculty development, registration academic programs with the state, international exchange programs, curriculum
ganjzatien y,,-here my sisters. beth Black and White. see me as a threat. In their eyes
review and speci,:1I _a�,sigrune�t;s, at the re}:ip�st of the proyost."
I W..he;r.i-,as-ked if Sh&thinks w:0rnen have achieved equality,in th:e•�·I anvthe foe"� their competition. Feeling alone and loss in the 'dog-eat-dog·
environment I longed for some form of sisterly support. Fortunately for me I have
world of work, she says:
"the woman's issue is a societal problem and both men and women found a sister who I can trust and gives me strength in surviving in a racist, sexist
should work together to bring about changes. Men have to see that the organization. Now I truly understand the importance of sisterhood and mentoring.
And as I go on in my life I will do like wise someday for young Black women."
work place benefits from w0men playing an equal role there."
She sees herself playing a role to bring about changes in academia
Frederika also gives considerable credit for her success to her biggest
for women. "I was Chair for the Search Committee that selected the supporter and role model: her mother. The twenty two year old graduating finance
Director for the Center for Women in Business at Baruch. However, senior said, "She's the one person who has always been there when I needed her."
during the budget cuts the center was closed. We need to work out a
method to assist junior faculty women in their research efforts that are
likely to lead to promotion and tenure. I am available to meet with any
Yoshimi Muto
female. member of the faculty and provide whatever support I can.
Yoshimi Muto is a graduate student enrolled
Women tend to be more perceptive. Therefore, characteristics like
these should_ be celebrated. Women need to be comfortable in that in the MSILR Cornell/Baruch program. Yoshimi
came from Japan to pursue a Masters in Human
uniqueness.
Dr. Kennedy holds a strong position on abortion rights and a Resources Management because Japan's gradu
woman's right to choose. "I will vote for any candidate who is in favor ate programs in this field are very academic in
of a woman having the right to choose. This is my major criteria now orientation while American schools the empha
sis is on the practical aspect of labor .manage
in voting."
Dr. Kennedy is also Professor of Health Care Administration in the ment.
In response to the question of Japanese
Baruch/Mount Sinai School of Medicine Program. She has worked as
an advocate and written extensively on topics related to health care, success in managing their corporations, Yoshimi
access for minorities and the poor. Her advocacy has included serving says the emphasis and success of quality circle (involvement of workers in the
on the Board of the Consumer Coalition for Health in Washington, decision making process and operation of companies) is very effective but it is done
D.C. as an expert witness in a variety of civil rights·court cases related or:i an individual company basis. For example, conside.rable emphasis is placed on
to health care access for minorities, and also as an expert witness before training managers in Human Resources Management. But because the training is
the National Labor Relations Board regarding collective bargaining very specific to each company and works well for Japanese society it is not as
units in the health care industry. She has also served on the Advisory effective for dealing with people in other countries.
Yoshimi says Japanese society is ten years behind American society in over
Board at the Greater New York Hospital Association to develop curricu
lum for hospitals in the treatment of A1DS, Alzheimer's and chronic coming sexism. "Sekuhara" (sexual harassment) became a big issue in Japanese
and terminal disease patients. This curriculum is used in training society a year ago with the sex scandals that played a major role in the resignation
health care workers on the role of management in creating a safe and of the prime minister. It was the first time in Japan that women came out so strongly
caring environment for patients with these illnesses. She serves on the on an issue that has always been a part of our society. She thinks it is the catalyst
Executive Committee of the Council for Nursing Practice of the of a women's movement in Japan.
"I want to work for the International Labour Organization in Geneva. I want to
National league for Nursing. Dr. Kennedy's writing addresses issues of
hospital closures as they affect service d�livery to minorities and how do something for the globalization of the labor market. I see people as the most
the growth of proprietary institutions has reduced access for these important resources of the economy" Yoshimi said.
Yoshimi is a member of the Society for Human Resources Management.
groups; •
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Where Can You Go For
Hot Food, Good Times,
and Good Friends?
BARUCH'S OWN

.

.,

26th Street Cafeteria
46 East 26th Street, Fifth Floor

Monday -Thursday: 7 am to 8 pm
Friday: 9 am to 2 pm
CHECK OUT THE DAILY SPECIALS/
12
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CLUBINFO by Helen Marra
vening Accounting Students for
xcellence (E.A.S.E)

Black Leadership through Action Collectiveness
and Knowledge (BLACK)

This newly formed organization provides a forum for evening ac
ounting majors and all students interested in accounting to enhance
heir job skills and network through lectures, worksh·ops and seminars
onducted by professionals from outside the college. Students meet
very other Friday evening to plan programs and discuss issues of

Black represents students with an interest in maintaining and under
standing African culture as well as current issues affecting that culture. Th
ci"ub helps members develop leadership skills for career preparation and fo
participation in community affairs. Popular public officials and entertainer
appear regularly, and the Baruch community is invited to attend thes
special events. The group meets every other Friday evening.

Jewish Students Organization (JSO)
On Friday, February 23, Sigma Alpha Delta hosted a Stress Manage
ent Seminar, presented by Debya and Associates, Inc. Debya intrigued
he audience with methods for controlling stress and tension. We
earned breathing exercises and relaxation techniques that proved to
xpel all tension and anxiety.
This presentation was well received gy the audience. Sigma Alpha
elta is presenting yet another enlightening seminar on developing the
ools for effective comminication, with guest speaker Roni Adams. It will
e held on Friday, March 23 form 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. at the Alley
ounge - 1st floor, 22nd St. Bldg. All are welcome to attend.

ociety for Human Resources Management
SHRM)

HRM at Baruch is one of three student chapters in the city. Worldwide, over
5,000 human resource management professionals are active in this
restigious organization. Open to both undergraduates and graduates, the
aruch SHRM chapter selects speakers from major corporations and plans
nd presents seminars of interest to those interested in a human resource

JSO, one of Baruch's oldest student organizations, promotes a
awareness of Jewish history, culture, and identity. A regular activity of JS
is celebrating the holrdays Chanukah and Purim. Activities include th
lighting of_ t�e Menorah and the reading of the Megileth Esther, and o
course, parties.
The JSO is in a rebuilding stage. We are looking for some active peopl
to help reorganjze the club. There are over 3000 Jewish students and facult
in Baruch. Don't just be a statistic, Stand up and be counted!
Please leave any notes or comments in the JSO mailbox in Room 52?
of the 26 St. Bldg. The president of the JSO is Irv (Moshe) Lowenberg.H
can be reached at either (212) 67 4-3249 or (212) 495-44 72.

Career Day Hours Extended
For the first time in its history, the Office of Career Services will have their
Career Fair hours extended on Wednesday, April 19th from 1PM_ - 6PM. Thanks
to the support of Sigma Alpha Delta, SHRM, EASE, BLACK, and ESSA, more at
tention has been focused on the needs of evening students.
Resume writing services anre available at the Career Serv)ces Office. The
hour� are Mon. and Wed. 9:OOAM-5:OOPM, and Tues. and Thurs. 9:00AM 7:00PM.

NEED TO IMPROVE
YOUR INTERVIEW
TECHNIQUES?
Evening Accounting Students
for Excellence

invite you to:

INT"ERVIEWING
TECHNIQUES

with
Mrs. Heidi Wiegand
from Peat Marwick Mairi. & C?mpany
Date:
Time:
Place:

Wednesday, March 28, 1990
_
7:00 PM
46 East 26th St. Room 0·2s

Supper Will B·e Served
• .Mar,ch-199,Q •.

The Visitor From The Sun
by Robert Byrnes

H

e came from the Sun to give a
seminar atBaruch College dur
ing the Spring 1990 semester:
The students taking the class didn't
exactly know what to expect, all they
knew was that he was a writer who
worked on the Sun. Other than that
there was no telling what was going
to happen.
We waited patiently for him to
arrive, then he did. He walked into
the room carrying.one of those things
that looks like a briefcase but really
isn't. He was wearing glasses, and
almost had a goatee, except for his
long sideburns. His face was glisten
ing with the nervousness of a school
boy with the opening line to the
school play.
Five weeks have now passed since
that first Meeting, and Garland Th
ompson, editorial writer for the Balti
more Sun and visiting professor at
Baruch College, has lost that nerv
ousness and has fit right into the
Baruch atmosphere. Thompson
teaches English 5020, "Research
Seminar: How Journalists Shape Pub
lic Policy." The fall 1989 seminar was
taught by Jack Newfield, Daily News
writer and author of "City for Sale,"
the cont�oversial book about corrupt
New York politicians. As for Garland
Thompson, he was born in Chester,
Pennsylvania, and lived there for 15
years before moving to Philadelphia.
"I werit to the toughest high
school in Philly," said Thompson."It
was so tough that if a visiting basket
ball team won, they would have to
run away in fear, to stop the fans from
beating them up." However he ex
plained that the school did produce
some academic stars, but it didn't
have that reputation.
I then went to Community Col
lege and later transferred to Draxel
University. I spent three years in the
Navy, in submarine training and elec
trical training in Illinois," he said, all
the while with his legs crossed in his
gray pinstripe suit, white shirt and
gray tie with black designs that re
semble french curves. Every now and
then he unfolds his hands to push his
eyeglasses up on his nose. "I used to
work on the cryptography equipment
for the Navy during the Vietnam War,
from '65 to '68."
With training In eiectronic and
submarine technology, what on earth
ever persuaded Garland Thompson
to become a journalist? "Well," he
said, "I was an electronic technician,
but I always had the itch to be a
meddler. Then one day the Dean of
Men_[at Draxel University] came into
my honors English class, and told me

Garland Thompson,

visiting professor

that anyone who is in honors English
doesn't belong being an engineer."
Thompson explains that what really
kicked it off was"a newsletter I wrote
at work that help�d to change racial
attitudes in the telephone system,
and I felt good to be able to do some
thing with my words."

"My first job was at the Philadel
phia Inquirer as a copy editor and
reporter. My first assignment was to
cover a mall boycott in downtown
Philly. So I went and I was there
against veteran reporters," he said as
if it happened yesterday. "Another
story I did was about a woman named

Cellestine Tate. She had no arms and
no legs, and she had a baby. The
Welfare Department wanted to take
her baby away. She fought it in court
and won, by proving that she could
effectively care for the baby, by chang
ing and feeding it with her mouth."
"I worked there almost nine years,
from 1975 to May of 1984. I then was
made Executive Editor of the Phila
delphia Tribune," the leading minor
ity publication in Philadelphia.
"I took over at the Tribune, and I'll
just say it was a very exciting time.
Then after a year and a half in 1985,
I quit the Tribune and went to work
for the Baltimore Sun, where I became
an editorial writer, with 10 years
experience in News coverage.
"My favorite story I wrote was
when I was at the Tribune. The most
popular radio talk show host in Phila
delphia made some biased comments
(continued on page 19) �

Introducing Beatryce Nivens: Career Specialist

W:.

by Shawnya D. Shamsideen
hy is Beatryce Nivens,
Author, Lecturer and Ca
reer Specialist here at Baruch? After traveling across the coun
try and lecturing to thousands of
students, she realized that counseling
students is her first love. "I often
thought how nice it would be to spend
more time doing Career Counseling
with college students," she said in an
office interview. "When I speak to
college groups, I fly in and out the
same day. At Baruch, I'll have more
time to share my career counseling
expertise with students." Ms. Nivens
joined the Office of Counseling &
Psychological Services on February
12th, 1990.
Beatryce Nivens was born in Har
lem, N.Y. and raised on Long Island.
She holds a B.A. degree from Fisk Uni
versity in Drama & Speech, and an
M.S. degree in Education from Hofstra
University. She began her writing ca
reer as a child and while attending
Fisk she was the Associate Editor of
the schools' newspaper, The Fisk Fo
rum.
While at Fisk, she was involved in
the Civil Rights Movement, and de
cided she wanted to give something
back to her community. When she
was offered the job of"Assistant Dean
of Women," at Denison University, in
Granville, Ohio, she accepted."I loved
working with the students so much
until I decided that if I was going to

vaf<l©lil<> f.\•llil,ea 1,rnaIN1 l'lc1as. -- Al'
ter meeting these professionals and
taking internships with them, her
students really became interested in
pursuing careers in these fields.
Nivens shared this information
with other stud1mts across the coun
try by writing an article"Allied Health
Needs You", for Essence Magazine.
Thi� article appeared in the August
1977 issue. The Editors liked it, and
suggested that she write four more
career articles including"A Job is not
Forever." As a result of writing Es
sence's Career Column for two years,
she sensed there was a great need for
comprehensive career planning in
formation, particularly for Black
Women. Subsequently, she wrote The
Black Women's Career Guide (An
chor Press/Doubleday) in 1982 &
1987. She also wrote Careers For
Woman Without College Degrees
(McGraw-Hill, 1988) and How to
Change Careers (Putnam, Spring of
1990).
This accomplished author and
lecturer will be at Baruch for this
Spring semester. You can schedule an
appointment for Career Counseling
with Ms. Nivens on Mondays 12-7;
Wednesdays 10-6by calling212-7254461. Ms. Nivens will be offering
several Career andBusiness Seminars
throughout the semester. •
.�t,i@

Beatryce Nivens,

Office of
Counseling &Psychological Services

continue counseling, I should get a
Masters degree in the field." Which
she did in ,1973.
She has worked for both Hofstra
as a Pre-law Counselor and at Queens
College as a Pre-law and Pre-Med
Advisor/Counselor for minority stu
dents in the SEEK Program. "I was
very disappointed that several pre
medical students of color who came
into my office, were not competitive
enough to bernme physicians, because
of their grade point averages. I triea to
advise them to become interested in
other fields like Podiatry, Dentistry,
Optometry etc." To get her students
more interested in these fields, she de
cided to do a lot of research about
them."I also brought in black profes
sionals and other professionals from

Scheduled performers include a magic and puppet shows, t;ained dog �ct,
clowns, face painters,__w�cky hat maker, arcade games, ba1lpons, caricatures,
_ personalized children's books, music and arts & crafts for the whole family.
Light refreshments and yendors will also be on hand.

Free Admission with Baruch College I.D.
Suggested Donation: $5 per family.
Don't miss it!!!
More information? Call 725-3057.

IN THE NEWS
Shawnya D. Shamsideen,

University Student/Senate: Claiming Our Victories

February 16th was the first of four victorious days for the University
Student Senate's 4th Annual Legislative Conference. "Claiming Our
. Victories" wasthe theme of this years conference. It was held in Albany,
N.Y. in conjunction with The N.Y. State Association of Black & Puerto
Rican_ Legislators Annual Conference.
As you may recall, in 1989 one of the major victories won by the
_USS and all of CUNY was halting the tuition increase proposed by
·
Governor Cuomo.
Mr. Greg Mayers, �hairman of USS, praised the students of CUNY
and the various club organizers at the awards dinner. "It took outstanding leadership. Therisks were high, but we did it. However, the helpwe
·
received from every college made it all possible."
La Guardia Community Co11ege was given an· award for their
overwhelming contributions in mobilizing students towards stoppjng
the 1989 tuition increases. They sent approximately 2000 letters to the
Governor'� Office in protest of the increases.
- In addfrion to "Claiming Our Victories",'the governing body of USS
and CUNY provided the �tudents with in-depth lectures and workshops. Some of the :::-at2gcries Coveted wer�: educa'ti6n, analysis of the
Governor's proposed 1990/91 Budget, the law regarding the use of
student activity fees in CUNY, International Student Issues/Federnl
Issues affecting students: The complete list is too long to print.
One of the highlights of the conference was the banquet helq .for
the students. The Keynote speake.r was Regent Adelaide 'sanford: Ms.Sanford has gained the respect of many public figures, patents, teaGh�
ers, and students. Hear her speak and you realize why the USS enthusiastically endorsed 'her as the person most qualified to be "Chancel- _
lor bf CUNY." When askced to give a yes·or no response in front o'f the,
student body to the question "will y6u take the job," Ms'. Sanford
paused and replied "my de·ar wonderful children, if the decision'was
yours to make and you'had the power t� offer me the vacant posit· ion,

I would _not hesitate to say yes." Ms. Sanford is a supporter of
"Curricuilum Inclusion" (a bill that would tremendously improve the
academic training that all students receive).
She made severa-I points that.eyeryone seemed to be able to identify
with. New York State has the largest school population, however, it has
the least qualified. teacherf We have a bi-mobile education, one group
0
is failing while the ·other is going ahead. She asked, "wh.ere is the
outcry? " Ms. Sanford als0 posed an open-ended question to the N.Y.
community, "cah yourchHd be safe, if mine isn't? And have you taught
·
·
'
your child how to be free?".
Following is an overview from-the Preliminary Review of the 1?9091 Executive Budget for the City University of New York.
On January 16, 1990, Governor Cuomo released the State of New
York Executive Budget for fiscal year 1990-91. The Governor proposed
a ·21:.3% increase in the senior college budget totaling $862.9 million.
Mandatory aBd program increases at the coHeges of $53.7 million are
offset by $18:3 million in program cuts, management savings, and
productivity initiati·ves, yielding a net increase of $35.3 million.
· ·Other anticipated reductions will be reali_zed in key legislative
initiatives inducting the Student Service account, antl funding for the
Board of·Educati6R Progran
- i. The State budget also proposes termina
tion of support fot rion-credit 'community service courses; a loss of
nearly $1.0 million on an annualized basis.
ori· February 'i; 1990, the Maybi released ,Troe City of New York
Financial Plan. The University1s budget has been reduced through the
seconcl' rouhd of· city-wide budget cuts (known as· PEG II) from an
· annualized $91mi1lion to ari annualized $1 million. a

ESSA

the 'ev.ening student's' frustrati'rrg ter evening studkntsp"'ay"irt ae:th,:·
experience of haVing ffi.ilriy classes: ity fees, 34.5% �ot $4.50� goes to
,.- ((onfinueiJtom page 8)
closed out as a resuit of day stu� the ESSA to cover its operatibri
why sup·porting its work is. 'itn · dents registerfog 'for evening' and fhat 0f its clubs: T1ie bulk of
perative for the continued growth classes. Thanks to· the ESSA, an the activity te·e (54'o/d) 'g'Oes to the_
and health of the evrning student evenin.g. student with the sarhe maintenance of the'Student (:en-'
amount of credits as'a day student ter. This exact/amount and dis.tribody.
now will be ·assigned a registra . bution has not 'been taised or
tion time a full day ahead of the changed since 1968. For over
Recent success of the ESSA
twenty two years· the ESSA has
_ The ESSA is involved wit.h day student.
been chartering dubs and trying
many aspects of student'llfe, and
to improve services on a budget
consequently has brought ab?ut Clubs and the _evening student
The ESSA "reaches out td the that, due to inflation, has 'been
many changes that one may have
thought happened arbitrarily. The students through governrrfent steadily decreasing.
The evening division is the
ESSA intervenes with administra clubs that we cha.rter/' accordi-ng
tion and faculty to get improved to Vijay. Some examples of the only government(out of the three)
services for evening stuaents. It is clubs that' ave available to the · in the sthool that has not iraised
because of their efforts fhat the evening students are: EASE (Eve its activity fee du.ring this time.
library and computer Jab hours' ning Accounting· Studeot for "The government had decided last
have been extended so evening Excellence); Sigma Alpha, Delta· semeste'r it s.hall ask for an in
studehts can use the facilities at (an.honor sodetyt BLACK (Black crease in student att�vity fee,"
night and on the weekend. An Leaqe:rship -thtough Action and Vijay stated. The proposed in
other ·recent accomp'Hshmeht of Collective Khowledge); and JSO creased' has· alrriost·en'.ough signa
the ESSA was the addition of' six Oewish Student Organization). tures for an.approved referendum
Satiirday classes in the S'chdol of These �lubs address tfre 'particular (1'0% of the evening student body)
Busine�rs. While Vijay admits this interests depicted by their name, whfch goes before the Stud'ent
is still 'limited in scope, he be and they al'so ·accommodate the Election and Government Review
lieves tn'at 'it is a beginning, and special needs ofthe evening stu Commi'ttee. On·ce it has "been
more classes will be added to the dent. Each club writes its pwn passed, the referendum will be on
Saturday schedule in the coming constitution and prepares its own the May ballot and will be ap
budget. Whereas all clubs are proved if a majority of the voters
semesters.
. .Perhaps a farther reaching under the government's umbrella, agree. 80% of the proposed $5
achievement was the ESSA's suc each enjoys complete autonomy increase will go directly to the
ESSA, and the remaining 10% will
cessful negotiations with both the in its op.erations.
go to the evening student's news
Registrar and the President to give
paper, The Reporter.
priority registration to evening Activity fee increase?
Vijay has many plans for the
Out of the $13.85 per semesstudents. This was precipitated by
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• The Reporter •
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E�A's strart\l1 0f ffi@ ·i:111creas€.''Fie
would like to re·sume mar1
, y @f the
services for evening studerits that
have been discontinued through
out the years. Affi'ong themtutor
irig ''and legar counselling, two
services that have vanished that
would be brought back. Students
would be able to seek consulta
tions on · such diverse issues as
immigration, studen:t rights, and
civiltrights.
For those of you who are aware
that the day student council has
just voted itself a stipend to be
taken from the activity fee and a:re
<sortcerned that the same thing is
p'lanned for the evening session,
forget it. It 'is ·just not the· case.
When Vijay was asked about this
he was surprised and insisted that
he had "no inhmtion" of consid
ering such a step. The full increase
will be usep for evening student
activities, ·and nothing else.
The sa'nguine President hop·es
that the increased fee that the
students may pay will "indirectly
act as an impetus" to thos_e not
currently involved at Baruch to
become a member of a club or to
participate in some of the activi
ties that they offer. And that's
another change Vijay would 1ike
to see. •
1

letters

.- (co11ti11ued from page 3)

cordingly, the B AA has extended to
the BHAA an invitation to form their
own group as an affiliate under the
umbrella of the BCAA. We offered
them unlimited power to elect their
own officers, set up their own agenda
and even to finance all legitimate
programs.
It is ironic that in a college where
"minorities" represent the majority
of the student body, some of them
would want to form their own alumni
association. We do not feel that they
are reprnsentative either of the stu
dent body as a whole nor of the
"minorities" they purport to repre
sent. We see their movement as an
anachronism whose time has long
past and whose motive are suspect.
We note that the Black and His
panic ad hoc group has decline to
participate with President Segall in
addressing retention and placement
problems.
We note the Black and Hispanic
ad hoc group has rejected a proposal
to secure official sponsorship from
the Department of Black and His
panic Studies.
We note that they were then urged
to affiliate with the Office of College
Relations but that also fell through
when the College was unable to meet
their excessive demands for Baruch
College Fund Board seats and mofletary and physical resources.
We note that some years ago when
their chairman's name was proposed
for a seat on the Board of Directors of
the Baruch College Alumni Associa
tion, he insisted that it be withdrawn,
and he has refused to work with us to
achieve common goals.
We note that negotiations for the
affiliation of the Black and Hispanic
Alumni Association with the BCAA
have been held continuously over
the past 6 years. In 1987, agreement
on the terms of propos�d Bylaws for
the affiliation of the BHAA with the
BCAA was reached in negotiations
amongst the BCCA, the attorney for
CUNYand the attorney for the BHAA.
Unfortunately, Joseph Sellman, the
chairman of the group, once again
rejected the proposal because of his
unwillingness to accept financial
controls and arrangements required
by the BCCA under its charter and
agreements with the Barurh College
Fund.·
We note that rather than work to
resolve differences, the BHAA (now
calling themselves the Black and
Latino Alumni Association) has con
stantly planted misleading, deceptive
andfalse statements in the press claim
ing, for <s>xample, that one of the
masons President Segall denied them
rncognition was because they had
Black and Hispanic int�rests, that

discriminatory practices had perme
ated every department of the college,
that_ they were being denied equal
access to the College's facilities as
compared with similarly situated
groups and the outrageously false
claim that $100,000 of Alumni money
was invested in corporations that
invest in South Africa.
In legal documents presented to
the court, the BCAA pointed out that
the conclusion was inescapable, that
this suit was nothing more than an
attempt by a handful of unrepresen
tative alumni to form an independ
ent alumni association so they could
use the college's name to raise funds
without any accountability for their
use. They have never come up with
any plan as to what they could do
with the money nor have they ever
offered any programs, constructive
or otherwise, to address any specific
problems of the Black and Hispanic
students. Every time we have been
close to an agreement on forming an
affiliate under the umbrella of the
BCAA, they have rejected it. It seems
obvious their only purpose is to se
cure a license to collect money with
out accountability. Their interest is
in "keeping the pot boiling," not in
resolving anything.
As the Court correctly pointed
out, "Plaintiffs have not introduced
any evidence of political or racial
bias... (T)here is no support for any
claim that that College is motivated
by an "invidious discriminatory pur
pose."
Even the BHAA cannot claim the
BCAA's position is discriminatory
because it knows full well that the
�CAA, consisting of a representative
and responsible group of "dues-pay
ing alumni, among whom are many
Black and Hispanic members, a
number of whom have served as its
officers, including president" (quote
from Judge Owen's decision) voted
unanimously to.oppose the BHAJ\.
The BCAA is devoted to securing
a better life for all members of the
Baruch community. It has programs
in place and in operation to achieve
that end. The BHAA has yet to formu
late any. constructive plan, much less
how to achieve it.
In short, it is a shame that so
much time, effort and money had to
be squandered on what is clearly
nothing more than an attempt to
gain access to funds by a handful of
obstructionists. It is interesting to
note that their attorneys, a so-called
"public interest" firm, had the temer
ity to submit a claim to CUNY for
$110,000 for their services in bring
ing this frivolous lawsuit. The BCAA
hopes that CU. Ywill reject this claim
as well and use the money for the
benefit of the students and not the
aggrandizement of the BHAA's law
yers.

The BCAA still stands ready to
accept as a chapter or affiliate any
, responsible group of alumni who wish
to organize along geographic or spe
cial interest lines so long as they have
the best interests of the College at
heart. The Black and Hispanic group,
as presently situated, has yet to
demonstrate that.
- Baruch College Alumni Assn.

Equal Employment
Opportunity: An Update
A recent article in T/Je Reporter
entitled "An Evening with ASPA
(SHRM)" (February 1990) described a
panel discussion on Equal Emp_loy
ment Opportunity sponsored by the
America'n Society for Personnel
Administrators/Society of Human
Resource Management. As there were
several errors and misquotations in
the article, I thought I would take this
opportunity to clarify some of the
misconceptions about equal oppor
tunity laws, and update students on
the statu,s of EEO laws today.
First, a little background. During
the Civil Rights Movement of the
1960's, the public became increas
ingly aware of the economic imbal
ance between African-Americans and
whites, and the degree to which dis
criminatory attitNdes toward African
Americans accounted for this imbal
ance. In response to evidence of per
vasive discrimination, !'resident
Johnson signed what is considered to
be the most significant anti-discrimi
nation legislation to date, the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. Title Vil of this /\ct
refers specifically to discriminatory
employment practices in the
workplace, and prohibits employers
from discriminating against employ
ees and job applicants on the basis of
race, sex, color, national origin, and
religion. According to the la_te Sena
to.r I lubert I lumphrey, Tille VII was
"designed to achieve equal.ity of
employment opportunities and re
move barriers that have operated in
the past to favor white employees
over other employees." It covers a
wide range of organiza_tions, includ
ing employers with 1 S or more em
ployees, state and local governments,
and educational institutions.
Title VII has been amended to
pro_hibit discrimination against preg
nant employees, and other legisla
tion has been passed to protect indi
viduals over 40, handicapped indi
viduals, and Vietnam Era vets.
As EEO laws are primarily-passive
(i.e., they simply prohibit discrimi
nation), affirmative action regulations
require organizations to proactively
seek out members of protected groups.
Further, Congress requires the re
moval of artificial arbitrary, and
unnecessary barriers to employment
when these barriers serve to exclude

people on the basis of race, sex, and
other protected groups. Organizations
are not required to hire someone
simply because he or she was for
merly the subject of discrimination
or is a member of a minority group.
There are two types of discrimi
nation that serve to bar women,
people of color, and other protected
classes from equal employment op
portunity: disparate treatment which
occurs when protected-class members
are treated differently or held to dif
ferent standarqs (e.g., "we don't hire
women, Blacks, or people over 40"),
and disparate impact, which occurs
when an employment practice ad
versely affects the number of minori
ties hired, promoted, or placed in
certain jobs (e.g., requiring all appli
cants to possess a high-school di
ploma may adversely impact Blacks
in certain regions ofthe countrywhere
they arc less likely to graduate from
high school).
Up until recently, the court proc
ess for discrimination cases required_..
the plaintiff to establish that discrimi
nation had taken place (either
through disparate treatment or dis- ·
paratc impact). Jhc defendant then
had the "burden of persuasion" to
show either a legitimate nondiscrimi:·
natory reason for the disparate treat,
m.ent, �H establish the job-relatedness
of the employment pract-ice that re
sulted in disparate i1npact..As a r<.'sult
of a recent Supren1e Court de<.'ision
(Wards Cove v. Antonia, 1989), it is
now the plaintiff's responsibility to
1/isprovc the job-relatedness defense
provided by the employer. Morever,
the Court held, employers are under
no obligation to switch to a less dis
crirninatory ernploynient practice if
ii is more costly than their current
practice (assuming that their current
practice is valid).
Because of the Wards Cove case
and other recent Supreme Court
decisions, the J\CLU destribed the
past year as one that was disastrous
for civil liberties in that job discrimi
nation laws were-severely weakened.
/\ bipartisan group of legislators, led
by Senators Edward Kennedy and
Augustus Hawkins, responded to these
decisions by introducing a bill to
strenghen protection against racial
harassment on the j,ob and shift back
to employers the burden of proof in
certain discrimination cases. Major
parts of this new legislation, which is
referred to as the Civil Rights Act of
1990, arc opposed by the Bush Ad
ministration.
As EEO laws are rapidly chang-
ing, it is commendable that ASPA/
SHRM is taking the time to educate
students about the impact of these
changes.
- Cynthia Thompson
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Visitor From The Sun
,,. (continued from page 14)
about Jews. Our paper reported that she said it. She then blasted the paper on
the air, saying that we lied. She made so much noise that the dailies picked it
up. She had claimed that she had a record of 20 years and that should prove
she's not a liar."
"I then wrote an editorial called "You owe us all one Mary." I had said that
if her 20 year record proved she wasn't a liar, then what about the Tribune's
100 year record. This editorial demanded that she make a public apology to the
Jewish community as well as the Tribune. After that everyone at the Tribune
was walking around straighter." He jumps up out of his chair, sucks in his
stomach, puts out his chest and walked in a circle around the room, still feel
ing the glory of that 5 year old incident. Casually he sits back down fixes his
socks and says, "that was the best henchman work I ever did."
At this point in the interview, Garland Thompson changed his identity
from a writer to a teacher without the use of a phone book. "My first teaching
experience was back in 1975," Thompson explained. "I was G.E.D. instructor
at Community College. I taught for two semesters, to welfare mothers _and
older people who just wanted it or needed it."
"In 1980, I taught in Tucson, Arizona in the Editing Program for Minority
Journalists, which is run by the Institute fof Journafism Eduqition. The
Institute teaches it and selects the students -Asians, Hispanics and Blacks and teaches reporters to be editors. I taught it again in _1981 and_ 1985."
"Then the next teaching job I had is this one," he said. "Judy Hampton
called me and asked if I would do it; she toldme abo_�tJah Newfield, and s�ia
that I would find it very enjoyable. I was impressed. I didn't think anyone at
Baruch ever heard of Garland Thompson. She asked if I could teach it two days
a week. I said that would be impossible and asked about one day. She then
talked it out with Professor Todd, and we agreed on one day a week," Mondays
from 2:40 to 5:10.
"I'm working on a reduced wmk week of four days:-1 come d0wn to New.

York on Sunday afternoons, and the school puts me up in a hotel, then I go
back to Baltimore Monday nights, usually by Amtrak."
Again another transformation occurs, this time from teacher to critic. The
New York Times is very explanatory," he said, "Arts and entertainment are
covered, but they don't cover the New York community. The Daily News, "Joe Sixpack's" paper - I still question whether they are as good at covering
the small stories as well as the dirt. And, the Post is snapshot journalism. They
blow it out. They're very sexy. They need to take a couple of steps back from
the coverage and look at the readers and how it affects them. New York has four
dailies. There's no other place like that. I think they all did awful in the Central
Park incident; they were biased and broad."
"I think television should stop reporting police stories almost exclusively
on the 6 o'clock news. Crime stories are the easiest to get, and you make people
think that crime is running rampant, when it's really going down." He paused
and said, "1980 crime rates are higher than 1989 rates, but the news goes for
what's dramatic, and people get terrified when they shouldn't be. I wish they
would be more realistic."
Garland Thompson explained that now is the best time to be a journalist.
"Fifteen years ago there were always big stories; now today there are a ton of
big stories. There is a tremendous run of giant stories today. Fifteen years ago
we had good stories, but not giant stories. For example, we could never had
predicted that Dayid Dinkins could be Mayor 'of New York, or that Nelson -,
Mandela would be free, or that the Berlin Wall would come down, and that free
elections would exist in the Soviet Union."
Garland Thompson ended the i.nterviewwith his advice to future journal
ists. "Joutn�l'ism is an arrogant craft, in the way it uses your time. There is no
ekcuse for not having a story, no excuse that counts. It assumes that you want
it so bad,you'll take it for low pay. You're always engaged, it takes some sweat
and some blood. Yet, no other craft will take you around the world and
nothing will give you as much clout as THIS. YOU can easily do community
services! YOU can help bring change!" His words resonated off the walls as his
face
glistenec;l with
pride. •
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An Impressive Season For Baruch

�s Perspective
From a Former Player.
·
by Theresa James

·

.·

The season is over and
the Women's Basketball
Team played with great
Poise and stability. It was
indeed, thebestseasonl've
ever enjoyed as a player;
assistant coach·, and fan!
The women started the
season on Nov. 18, 1989,
with a monstrous win in
the M ount St · V·ncent
1
Members of the 1989-90 Baruch College
Tourney. After defeating Women's Basketball Team
·
the College of New Rochelle a week after the tourney, they were 3-0! Yes, undefeated! .
The month of December wasn't so sweet. Out of six game.s the
women succeeded in winning just one ga:me. But, the games which
they lost were by a margin less than thirteen points. January was a slightly more impressive month for the women.They
managed to win seven out of sixteen games. �ut this_ time the games
which they lost were by a margin less than nme pomts.
February was the month to treasure for the team.The women won
four out of six gam�s! As they came closer to the CUNY Tourney, the
women were determined not to become the underdog! <?n Feb. .Sth &
6th, the women blasted York (73-38) and Marymount College (64-20)
respectively. On Feb. 13, the last regular season game, the team
defeatedJohnJay College, 49-43.This game was a test for the women.
With one of its very talented players fouling out of the game, the team
managed to hang on to a victory.This goes to show the sportswriters
around CUNY that Baruch's team is made up of many talented players
and is not just a one woman show!
Let the tournaments begin... On Feb. 15th, Baruch entered the
Hudson ValleyTourney the #1 seed, only to be defeated by John Jay,
45-44. After this heartbreaking defeat, the women were determined to

-

win the CUNYTuurney.JohnJay was their first victim ... Baruch won,
64-43, to advance to the semi-Finals and play the #1 seeded team in
CUNY, Hunter. The women played like champions in this game vs.
Hunter. At the half, the.score was 29-26 in Hunter's favor.The crowd
was cheering for Baruch and the women deserved the victory but,
Hunter won, 62-57. Baruch's Final Record was 11-14, and they placed
fourth in the CUNY Tourney..
.
The women were looking forward to defeating Hunter and advancing to the Final Round to win the CUNY Championship. The 85-87
team won oniy six games, and the games they lost were by twenty or
more points. It's an honor to play a season as hard as the women have
this year.They came close to beating some very talented teams and
that's an honor in itself.
Next year all the players will be
Seniors, except for Roxanne Chiang,
:� Sake�a P?rker, and_ Nesma ElNEWSPAPER PRINTING
Toukhi. ls-lilary Williams, our unSPECIALISTS
stoppable force and CUNY MVP,
may not be back �ext season, but a
championship team is still a possibility.
Baruch should be proud of the
• PRINTING
Women's Basketball team and
• MAGAlHS
'should continue to support them
• CATALOGS
on their road to success.
This article is for you, ladies of
FORREASONABLEJUmCAU
the Baruch College BasketballTeam
- for a job well done! •

691-6289

JAE 1111 PRINTINI CO. INC.

Theresa James was a member of
the Baruch Women's basketball team
and is an assistant coach on the cur
rent team.

• March 1990 •
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Enter
The Blood Drive Lottery
and WIN a 35mm camera,
a telephone answering machine or a VCR!

People Like You

· To schedule an appointment, contact:
Student Activities Center, Room 104
725-3055
,

"The Sky's the Limit (almost) Lottery"

Anyone who completes the medical examination-whether or not they are eligible to donate
blood-will automatically be entered into the lottery. The number of prizes that will be awarded
by random drawing depends on you and the total number of blood donors!
Here's how it works.
If 100 donors participate, one lucky person will receive a 35mm
camera. If 150 donors participate, one will receive a camera, another lucky person will receive
a tele.phone answering machine. If 200 donors participate, one receives the camera, another
receives the answering machine, and a third lucky winner will receive a VCR!

The first 200 donors will receive a special gift.
20
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